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What does it mean to be Asian
American? Should Asian
American identity be construed
primarily in cultural terms or
racial terms? And why should
contemporary theology care
about such questions?
Disciplined by Race: Theological
Ethics and the Problem of Asian
American Identity reveals the
critical importance of Asian
American experience for
contemporary theological
debates on race. The book
challenges readers to move
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beyond conventional perceptions
of Asian Americans as model
minorities and to confront the
ways in which Asian Americans
are socially restrained by
whiteness. Rather than being
insulated from the logics of white
racism in the modern United
States, being Asian American is
tragically defined by those logics.
Coming to grips with how Asian
Americans are disciplined by
race reveals the prospects for
Asian American selfdetermination and raises the
question of whether resistance to
the social demands and allure of
whiteness is realistically
possible, for Asian Americans
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and non-Asian Americans alike.
The last five years have been
extremely challenging, but also
very innovative for cephalopod
science, and the outstanding
tradition of biological contribution
with cephalopod molluscs as key
players in science and human
activities and interests has
continued. This Research Topic
is one of several dedicated to
cephalopod molluscs (e.g.,
Hanke and Osorio, 2018; Ponte
et al., 2018) hosted by Frontiers
over the last few years, not to
mention other papers published
separately. Highlighting of
cephalopod science is important
because it has much to offer not
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only the life science community,
but also more broadly the public
perception of science and its
understanding and relationship
with scientific endeavour and
cephalopods as living organisms
and part of our everyday life (at
least for most of us). This
contribution illustrates the key
needs that need to be overcome
by the cephalopod research
community, i.e. rapid and
effective mechanisms for
exchange of knowledge and
resources, sharing of laboratory
protocols, videos, tissues,
samples and data-sets,
innovative approaches and
initiatives in public engagement.
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The cuttlefish comic included is
an excellent example of a type of
media that can be used to
expand scientific knowledge to
the public and human
relationship with live animals.
There are strategic challenges in
convincing globally distributed
policy makers and funders of the
relevance of cephalopods in
scientific advances, and also in
the regulatory aspects, since
cephalopods are the only
invertebrates whose use is
regulated in Europe in a
research context and this
increases the need for integrated
oversight and direction in terms
of ethics and animal welfare
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(e.g., Jacquet et al., 2019a;
2019b; Ponte et al., 2019). This
Research Topic also aligns with
the interests of the cephalopod
community in stimulating public
interest in cephalopods
extending to a broader audience
that could include chefs and
gourmets, and fishers and
scientists aiming to develop
sustainable food resources.
“CephsInAction: Towards Future
Challenges for Cephalopod
Science” Research Topic
includes 14 papers from about
40 authors representing ten
different countries, thus
overlapping with the original
parties that contributed to the
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COST FA1301 that, together
with CephRes, promoted and
supported this editorial initiative.
"The Technical Expertise in
Stock Assessment (TESA) group
of Fisheries and Oceans Canada
(DFO) held a national workshop
on 'Anadromous fish assessment
methods', in Moncton, NB from
the 20th to 24th of November,
2017"--Abstract, page iv.
Volume 4: Selected Countries in
the Americas and Australia
Race-ing Fargo
The Catholic Encyclopedia
Resilience in the English SmallScale Fishery
Understanding Nature in the
Mullica Valley Estuary
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An International Work of
Reference on the Constitution,
Doctrine, Discipline, and History
of the Catholic Church
Report
The book describes in detail the
findings of five seasons
(2008-2012) of survey and
excavation in Port Joli, and ten
years of laboratory analysis,
undertaken by the Canadian
Museum of History, in
collaboration with Acadia First
Nation. It also incorporates
data recovered from previous
archaeological work conducted
in Port Joli by Erskine, Raddall,
Millard, and others, providing a
complete synthesis of one of
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Nova Scotia’s richest
Indigenous archaeological
records. Reviving the art of a
traditional archaeology “site
monograph”, the work provides
a complete presentation of all
the archaeological information
recovered, including full-colour
artifact plates, technical
drawings, profiles, and maps, in
addition to a complete data
description and synthesis. The
final chapter presents a culture
history of the Port Joli,
summarizing how the “pretty
harbour” became a central
place for Mi’kmaq prior to the
arrival of Europeans. A
copublication with the
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Canadian Museum of History.
This book is published in
English. - L’ouvrage décrit avec
précision les résultats de cette
initiative du Musée canadien de
l’histoire, menée en
collaboration avec la Première
Nation d’Acadia, attribuables à
cinq saisons (de 2008 à 2012)
d’études et de fouilles menées à
Port Joli ainsi qu’à 10 années
d’analyses en laboratoire. Il
comprend aussi des données
provenant de travaux
archéologiques antérieurs
menés à Port Joli par Erskine,
Raddall, Millard et d’autres,
offrant ainsi une synthèse
complète de l’un des plus
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importants inventaires
archéologiques autochtones de
la Nouvelle-Écosse. Conjuguant
l’approche monographique plus
traditionnelle pour traiter d’un
site archéologique, cet ouvrage
fournit un portrait détaillé de
toutes les informations
archéologiques récupérées,
notamment des artefacts tels
que des assiettes colorées, des
dessins techniques, des profils
et des cartes, en plus d’une
description complète des
données recueillies. Le dernier
chapitre offre une histoire
culturelle de Port Joli, résumant
comment ce « joli port » est
devenu un endroit central pour
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les Mi’kmaq avant l’arrivée des
Européens. Une coédition avec
le Musée canadien de l’histoire.
Ce livre est publié en anglais.
The Mullica Valley estuary and
its watershed, formed over the
last 10,000 years, are among
the cleanest estuaries along the
east coast of the United States.
This 365,000-acre ecosystem
benefits from a combination of
protected watershed, low
human population density, and
general lack of extensive
development. In Beneath the
Surface, marine scientist Ken
Able helps the reader penetrate
the surface and gain insights
into the kinds of habitats,
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animals, and plants that live
there. Readers will gain a
better understanding of the
importance of these shallow
waters; how the amount of salt
in the water determines where
animals and plants are found in
estuaries; the day-night,
seasonal, and annual variation
in their occurrence; and how
change is occurring as the
result of climate variation.
Throughout the book are
insightful sidebars telling
intimate stories of where
various animals came from and
where they are going as they
travel through the estuary on
their way to and from other
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portions of the east coast.
Beneath the Surface
emphasizes the kinds and
importance of the animals and
plants that live beneath the
surface of this unique
ecosystem.
Make Your Escape with Moon
Travel Guides! Rugged
coastline, friendly people, and
incredible scenery: make your
own adventure with Moon Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick &
Prince Edward Island. Strategic
itineraries in an easy-tonavigate format so you can
make the most of your time in
each of the three provinces,
including itineraries for a family
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trip, ocean adventures, and the
week-long Best of Nova Scotia
Curated advice from local
Andrew Hempstead, who
shares the secrets of his
beloved islands with you Fullcolor with vibrant, helpful
photos Detailed maps and
directions with driving times
and mileage Activities and ideas
for every traveler: Explore
historic attractions such as the
imposing Citadel Hill with
walks through coastal parks
and feasts of fresh seafood from
local waters. Hike through
national parks, bike along back
roads, kayak the coast, and
admire the picturesque
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lighthouses. Follow the Cabot
Trail to enjoy stunning scenery
out your car window. Join in the
dancing at a ceilidh and taste
some rappie pie. See if you can
spot one of the world's rarest
whales, or indulge your literary
side by visiting sights from
Anne of Green Gables.
Background information on the
landscape, culture, history, and
environment Essential insight
for travelers on recreation,
transportation, and
accommodations, packaged in a
book light enough to toss in
your bag With Moon Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick &
Prince Edward Island's
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practical tips, myriad activities,
and an insider's view on the
best things to do and see, you
can plan your trip your way.
Expanding your trip? Try Moon
Atlantic Canada, or Moon
Vancouver & Canadian Rockies
Road Trip.
Automobile Blue Book
Handbook of Climate Change
and Biodiversity
An Annual Review
Interstate Certified Shellfish
Shippers List
Sessional Papers of the
Dominion of Canada
The Unity of Public Law?
An Edible History of New
England
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Oceanography and Marine Biology:
An Annual Review remains one of
the most cited sources in marine
science and oceanography. The
ever increasing interest in work in
oceanography and marine biology
and its relevance to global
environmental issues, especially
global climate change and its
impacts, creates a demand for
authoritative reviews summarizing
the results of recent research. This
volume covers topics that include
resting cysts from coastal marine
plankton, facilitation cascades in
marine ecosystems, and the way
that human activities are rapidly
altering the sensory landscape and
behaviour of marine animals.
Guidelines for contributors,
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including information on illustration
requirements, can be downloaded
on the Downloads/Updates tab on
the books webpage. For more than
50 years, OMBAR has been an
essential reference for research
workers and students in all fields of
marine science. From Volume 57 a
new international Editorial Board
ensures global relevance, with
editors from the UK, Ireland,
Canada, Australia and Singapore.
The series volumes find a place in
the libraries of not only marine
laboratories and institutes, but also
universities. Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 7
of this book are freely available as
a downloadable Open Access PDF
under a Creative Commons
Attribution-Non Commercial-No
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Derivatives 4.0 license. The links
can be found on the book's
Routledge web page at https://www
.routledge.com//9780367134150
What would you do if you were
drafted to fight in a war? As a
conscientious objector opposed to
all wars, Wayne R. Ferren Jr. had
to answer that question during the
Vietnam War. He called on his
religious and scientific backgrounds
as well as his environmental
activism to argue that he should be
excluded from fighting in, or
supporting this war. Following a
successful defense of his claim,
Wayne served two years of
alternative civilian service, which
influenced his professional and
personal life for the next fifty years.
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Decades after his service, he was
shocked to find his name on the
Vietnam War Memorial, which
turned out to be that of another
young man with a similar name
born the same year Wayne was
born. That man died in 1968 when
his plane was hit by artillery fire and
crash landed at Khe Sanh Marine
Combat Base. He will forever
remain a teenage father killed in a
senseless war. To this day, the
duality haunts the author, and in
this multifaceted memoir, he looks
back at a lifetime and how his
background, scientific training, and
transcendentalism have guided him
on a path of conscientious
objection, service, and
conservation, believing all things
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are sacred.
Tracing the history of refugee
settlement in Fargo, North Dakota,
from the 1980s to the present day,
Race-ing Fargo focuses on the role
that gender, religion, and sociality
play in everyday interactions
between refugees from South
Sudan and Bosnia-Herzegovina
and the dominant white EuroAmerican population of the city.
Jennifer Erickson outlines the ways
in which refugees have impacted
this small city over the last thirty
years, showing how culture,
political economy, and institutional
transformations collectively
contribute to the racialization of
white cities like Fargo in ways that
complicate their demographics.
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Race-ing Fargo shows that race,
religion, and decorum prove to be
powerful forces determining
worthiness and belonging in the city
and draws attention to the different
roles that state and private sectors
played in shaping ideas about race
and citizenship on a local level.
Through the comparative study of
white secular Muslim Bosnians and
Black Christian Southern
Sudanese, Race-ing Fargo
demonstrates how cross-cultural
and transnational understandings of
race, ethnicity, class, and religion
shape daily citizenship practices
and belonging.
“An” Improved System of
Geography
Landscapes and Landforms of
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Eastern Canada
Small Fry but Big Issue
Classic Angling Tales from Around
the World
Policies, Regulations and Marketing
Illustrated with More Than Fifty
Cerographic Maps, and Numerous
Wood-cut Engravings
Aquaculture Pathophysiology
This critical book focuses on the
geomorphological landscapes of
eastern Canada and provides a
companion volume to “Landscapes
and Landforms of Western Canada”
(2017). There are a number of
unique characteristics of eastern
Canada’s landscapes, notably its
magnificent coastlines, the
extraordinary variety and extent of
wetlands, the huge Great Lakes-St.
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Lawrence basin, the high incidence
of meteorite craters, the
spectacular Niagara Falls, urban
karst in Montreal and Ottawa,
youthful, glaciated karst in Ontario,
Newfoundland, Quebec and Nova
Scotia, the ubiquitous permafrost
terrain of Nunavut, Labrador and
northern Quebec and the
magnificent arctic fjords and
glaciers. Looking at coastlines, the
tidal extremes of the Bay of Fundy
are world renowned; the structural
complexity of the island of
Newfoundland is less well known,
but produces an astounding variety
of coastlines in close succession;
the arctic fjordlands of Baffin and
Ellesmere islands and the
extravagant raised beaches of
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Hudson Bay bear comparison with
the classic fjords of Norway and the
Baltic Sea raised beaches. As for
wetlands, there are distinctive
Arctic, Subarctic, Boreal, Eastern
Temperate and Atlantic wetlands,
and their extent is second only to
those of Russia. In the Hudson and
James Bay regions, between
75-100% of the terrestrial surface is
comprised of wetlands. One of
North America’s largest river
basins, the Great Lakes-St.
Lawrence basin, has its source in
Minnesota, straddles the USACanada border and debouches into
Quebec as the St. Lawrence River
and evolves through its estuary into
the Gulf of St. Lawrence, a journey
of almost 5,000 km. As far as
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meteorite craters are concerned,
10% of the world’s total are located
in eastern Canada, including some
of the largest and most complex
landforms. They are preserved
preferentially in the ancient Shield
terrain of Quebec. Finally, the three
million km2 of permafrost controlled
relief in eastern Canada serves as
a reminder of the vulnerability of
eastern Canada’s landscapes to
climate change. Effects of warming
are expressed through thawing of
the permafrost, disruption of
transportation corridors and urban
construction problems, everpresent geomorphic hazards.
This book elucidates the poetics of
Philodemus of Gadara, a first
century BCE Epicurean philosopher
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and poet, whose On Poems
survives in extensive fragments
among the Herculaneum papyri.
Although his treatise was primarily
polemical and lacks positive
exposition, his views are often
recoverable from a careful reading
of the debates, occasional direct
evidence, and attention to his basic
Epicurean commitments. His main
critical principle is that form and
content are inseparable and
mutually-reinforcing: a change in
one means a change in the other.
The poet uses this marriage of form
and content to create the
psychological effect of the poem in
the audience. This effect is hard to
pin down exactly. Poems produce
"additional thoughts" in the
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audience, and these entertain
them. It seems clear that
Philodemus expected good poets to
arrange form and content
suggestively, so that the poems
could exert a lasting pull on the
minds of the audience. Additionally,
this book summarizes the views of
Philodemus' opponents, the
technical terminology of literary
criticism in the Hellenistic period,
and the history of Epicureanism's
engagement with poetics. Epicurus
did not write an On Poems but
Metrodorus did, and this is probably
Philodemus' touchstone for his own
views. Zeno of Sidon, Demetrius
Laco, Siro, and other Epicureans
are examined as well. The book
concludes with an appendix of
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topics examined by Philodemus,
such as genre, mimesis,
"appropriateness," utility, and
various technical terms.
A historical look at and current
guide to the Cains River in New
Brunswick. There is almost a
mystical aura surrounding the
Cains and its Atlantic salmon and
brook trout fishery. Only about a
third of it was ever settled and then
lightly, and by the middle of the
twentieth century settlers had all
given up and the river reverted to
completely wild, which it still is
today. The book also explores the
Cains’s relationship with the
Miramichi River, in particular the
Black Brook, the biggest and most
productive pool on the river. In low
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water, a substantial portion of the
Cains’s fall run of fish stacks up
there waiting for rain.
Disciplined by Race
Incredible Fishing Stories
Country Life in America
Conscientious Objector
The Encyclop dia Britannica
Designed for Schools, Academies
and Seminaries
Regional Landscapes of the United
States and Canada

This book is a contribution to
our understanding of the
worrying situation of smallscale fisheries (SSF) which
face marginalisation in most
coastal countries. The authors
explain why SSF are so
pressured; how there has been
a powerful backlash against
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this marginalisation during
the last 30 years; what are the
main ideational currents
supporting this backlash; and
what is the enduring value of
SSF that justifies that
support. The authors discuss
the major contemporary
interpretations of SSF; the
challenges facing SSF globally
and in England; and SSF’s
coping strategies in response
to those challenges through
the framework of resilience
theory. In an innovative
analysis, the authors show
how there are three kinds of
resilience: passive resilience
(where fishers are resigned to
their adverse fate), adaptive
resilience (where fishers make
the best use of the
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opportunities that are
available to them), and
transformative resilience
(where fishers attempt to
change the system that faces
them). The authors draw on
an extensive range of
interview data to provide rich
insights into the world of SSF,
and they discuss a variety of
proposals for improving their
conditions. The book will
appeal to the growing
academic and public
community that is following
with increasing concern the
debate about the future of
SFF, and to the environmental
movement which has
committed itself to support
SSF as a greener form of
fishing than the large-scale
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industrial sector.
When Newfoundland entered
the Canadian Confederation
in 1949, it was hoped it would
promote greater unity
between the Maritime
provinces, as Term 29 of the
Newfoundland Act explicitly
linked the region's economic
and political fortunes. On the
surface, the union seemed
like an unprecedented
opportunity to resurrect the
regional spirit of the Maritime
Rights movement of the
1920s, which advocated a
cooperative approach to
addressing regional
underdevelopment. However,
Newfoundland's arrival did
little at first to bring about a
comprehensive Atlantic
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Canadian regionalism.
Inventing Atlantic Canada is
the first book to analyse the
reaction of the Maritime
provinces to Newfoundland's
entry into Confederation.
Drawing on
editorials,government
documents, and political
papers, Corey Slumkoski
examines how each Maritime
province used the addition of
a new provincial cousin to
fight underdevelopment.
Slumkoski also details the rise
of regional cooperation
characterized by the Atlantic
Revolution of the mid-1950s,
when Maritime leaders began
to realize that by acting in
isolation their situations
would only worsen.
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The name Daniel Sickles and
the word controversy are
synonymous. Any student of
19th century American
political history is familiar
with Sickles’ 1859 murder of
Philip Barton Key, the son of
Francis Scott Key, who had
seduced Sickles’ young wife.
That murder, because Sickles
was at the time a New York
Congressman and Key a
district attorney for
Washington, captured the
country’s imagination, a frontpage event that inevitably
ensnarled President James
Buchanan, a close Sickles
friend, inviting in the process
explorations of what was seen
as a sordid Washington
society of the late 1850s. Civil
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War historians know Sickles
as the General who led the
men of the Union’s III Corps
out onto the exposed expanse
of the Peach Orchard at
Gettysburg, a decision many
scholars have regarded as
disastrous, and one that
nearly led to an overall Union
defeat at the famous
battlefield, while losing for
Sickles his right leg from
Confederate shelling. But
these two singular, if
spectacular events, in a very
real sense represent only two
days out of an extraordinary
lifetime of 94 years. The rest
of Sickles’ career was made
up of his rise as a young
stalwart of New York’s
notorious Tammany Hall; his
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two terms in Congress leading
up to the Civil War; his
contentious service as a
military governor of the
Carolinas after the War; his
newsworthy tenure as U.S.
Minister to Spain in the late
1860s and early 70s; and even
his stint, at the age of 70, as
the sheriff of the county
encompassing New York City.
Beyond the headlines were
Sickles’ relationships with
presidents ranging from
Franklin Pierce to Abraham
Lincoln and Ulysses S. Grant,
not to mention an improbable
friendship with Theodore
Roosevelt at the turn of the
century. Daniel Sickles: A Life
is the first full-length
published treatment looking
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in depth at the entirely of one
man’s almost unbelievably
colorful and contentious
career. Garry Boulard is the
author of The Expatriation of
Franklin Pierce—The Story of
a President and the Civil War
(iUniverse, 2006), and The
Worst President—The Story of
James Buchanan (iUniverse,
2015). Boulard’s essays and
reviews have appeared in the
Journal of Southern History,
Journal of Ethnic Studies,
Louisiana History, Journal of
Mississippi History, and
Florida Historical Quarterly,
among many other
publications.
Daniel Sickles: a Life
Regionalism and the Maritime
Reaction to Newfoundland's
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Entry Into Canadian
Confederation
The American Cyclopaedia
Annual Report and
Supplement
Theological Ethics and the
Problem of Asian American
Identity
Place-Making in the Pretty
Harbour

In the fully updated Fifth Edition of
Introduction to Sociology, bestselling
author George Ritzer shows you the
relevance of sociology to your life.
While providing a rock-solid
foundation, the text illuminates
traditional sociological concepts and
theories, as well as some of the most
compelling contemporary social
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phenomena: globalization, consumer
culture, the Internet, and the
“McDonaldization” of society.
Packed with current examples and the
latest research of how “public”
sociologists are engaging with the
critical issues of today, this new
edition encourages you to apply a
sociological perspective to your
worldview—empowering you to
participate in a global conversation
about current social problems.
Aquaculture Pathophysiology,
Volume I. Finfish Diseases is a
diverse, practical reference on finfish
diseases impacting aquaculture. It is
intended for the veterinarian, fish
health biologist or extensionist, fish
pathologist and fish health
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diagnostician supporting the
management of major and emerging
infectious and non-infectious health
risks for the key temperate,
subtropical and tropical finfish species
of commercial and fisheries
importance. This volume should be
read in partnership with volume 2 on
shellfish diseases as the principles and
approach to the diagnosis and
management of aquacultured animal
species are similar and typically
researchers, teachers, students,
diagnostic laboratory scientists,
aquaculture technicians and farmers
need to be competent across both
finfish and shellfish health issues. A
focus on the disease process of major
or emerging viral, bacterial, fungal,
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and parasitic infections affecting
aquacultured finfish species e.g.
salmonids, carp, tilapia, eel,
barramundi A focus on important or
emerging environmental, nutritional,
genetic, deformity, toxicological,
endocrine disruption and neoplastic
diseases in finfish A review of the
immunology of finfish relevant to a
practical understanding of disease
diagnosis and management An
overview of laboratory diagnostic
methods relevant to detection of
finfish diseases Concise discussion on
the diverse risk factors of finfish
diseases and options for their control
"Report of the Dominion fishery
commission on the fisheries of the
province of Ontario, 1893", issued as
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vol. 26, no. 7, supplement.
Atlantic Salmon and Sea-Run Brook
Trout on the Miramichi's Greatest
Tributary
Volume I. Finfish Diseases
The Archaeology of Port Joli, Nova
Scotia
Doctrinal, Theoretical and
Comparative Perspectives
Oceanography and Marine Biology
Moon Nova Scotia, New Brunswick
& Prince Edward Island
Consumers, Meat and Animal
Products
This book comprehensively describes
essential research and projects on
climate change and biodiversity.
Moreover, it includes contributions on
how to promote the climate agenda and
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biodiversity conservation at the local
level. Climate change as a whole and
global warming in particular are known
to have a negative impact on
biodiversity in three main ways. Firstly,
increases in temperatures are
detrimental to a number of organisms,
especially those in sensitive habitats
such as coral reefs and rainforests.
Secondly, the pressures posed by a
changing climate may lead to sets of
responses in areas as varied as
phenology, range and physiology of
living organisms, often leading to
changes in their lifecycles (especially
but not only in reproduction), losses in
productivity or even death. In some
cases, the very survival of very sensitive
species may be endangered. Thirdly,
the impacts of climate change on
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biodiversity will be felt in the short
term with regard to some species and
ecosystems, but also in the medium and
long term in many biomes. Indeed, if
left unchecked, some of these impacts
may be irreversible. Many individual
governments, financial institutes and
international donors are currently
spending billions of dollars on projects
addressing climate change and
biodiversity, but with little
coordination. Quite often, the emphasis
is on adaptation efforts, with little
emphasis on the connections between
physio-ecological changes and the
lifecycles and metabolisms of fauna
and flora, or the influence of poor
governance on biodiversity. As such,
there is a recognized need to not only
better understand the impacts of
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climate change on biodiversity, but to
also identify, test and implement
measures aimed at managing the many
risks that climate change poses to
fauna, flora and micro-organisms. In
particular, the question of how to
restore and protect ecosystems from the
impact of climate change also has to be
urgently addressed. This book was
written to address this need. The
respective papers explore matters
related to the use of an ecosystembased approach to increase local
adaptation capacity, consider the
significance of a protected areas
network in preserving biodiversity in a
changing northern European climate,
and assess the impacts of climate
change on specific species, including
wild terrestrial animals. The book also
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presents a variety of case studies such
as the Yellowstone to Yukon
Conservation Initiative, the effects of
climate change on the biodiversity of
Aleppo pine forest in Senalba (Algeria),
climate change and biodiversity
response in the Niger Delta region, and
the effects of forest fires on the
biodiversity and the soil characteristics
of tropical peatlands in Indonesia. This
is a truly interdisciplinary publication,
and will benefit all scholars, social
movements, practitioners and members
of governmental agencies engaged in
research and/or executing projects on
climate change and biodiversity around
the world.
This book addresses the production
practices employed in the production of
food animals and animal products that
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enable marketers to sell a variety of
products to meet consumer demand.
Food animal production practices have
come under increased scrutiny by
consumers who object to inputs and
practices. The industry has been a
proponent of using technologies to
reduce production costs, resulting in
lower-priced meat and animal food
products, and now consumers are
starting to look at other objectives. This
book considers the key issues of
concern to consumers, including the
treatment of animals, the use of
antibiotics, feed additives and
hormones, and how these are
monitored, regulated, and
communicated to consumers. It also
reviews labeling and information
provided to consumers, including
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organic, genetic engineering, welfare
standards, and place of origin. While
the main focus is on the United States,
there are descriptions of European
practices and legislation. Overall, it
aims to provide an objective and
balanced appraisal, which will be of
interest to advanced students and
researchers in agricultural, food and
environmental economics, law and
policy, and animal production and
welfare. It will also be very useful for
early career professionals in the food
and agricultural sectors.
Introduction to SociologySAGE
Publications
A System of Geography, for the Use of
Schools
Global Biodiversity
The Catholic Encyclopedia:
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Supplement 1 (c1922)
Refugees, Citizenship, and the
Transformation of Small Cities
CephsInAction: Towards Future
Challenges for Cephalopod Science
Annual Report
Inventing Atlantic Canada
This fourth volume in the new multivolume set Global Biodiversity is a rich
resource on the biodiversity of a
selection of countries in the Americas
and in Australia. Chapters explore both
wild and cultivated plants, wild and
domesticated animals, and the variety of
microbes of the countries of Bolivia,
Brazil, Canada, Costa Rica, Cuba,
Ecuador, Honduras, Mexico, Australia,
Paraguay, the United States, and
Venezuela. The different chapters
explore the geographical status,
ecosystem diversity, species diversity,
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genetic diversity, and conservation
efforts in each selected country. They
focus on genetic diversity of crop
plants/cultivated plants and
domesticated animals and their wild
relatives and also discuss the
endangered and protected plants and
animals of the respective counties.
Other volumes in this series include
coverage of selected countries in Asia,
Europe, and Africa. The volumes
provide an informative compilation on
the variety and variability of life in the
regions discussed and will help to fill the
gap in knowledge while also
encouraging the conservation of
biodiversity and sustainable utilization.
This major collection contains selected
papers from the second Public Law
Conference, an international conference
hosted by the University of Cambridge
in September 2016. The collection
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includes contributions by leading
academics and judges from across the
common law world, including senior
judges from Australia, Canada, New
Zealand and the UK. The contributions
engage with the theme of unity (and
disunity) from a number of
perspectives, offering a rich panoply of
insights into public law which
significantly carry forward public law
thinking across common law
jurisdictions, setting the agenda for
future research and legal development.
Part 1 of the volume contains chapters
which offer doctrinal and theoretical
perspectives. Some chapters seek to
articulate a unifying framework for
understanding public law, while others
seek to demonstrate the plurality of
public law through the method of legal
taxonomy. A number of chapters
analyse whether different fields such as
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human rights and administrative law
are merging, with others considering
specific unifying themes or concepts in
public law. The chapters in Part 2 offer
comparative perspectives, charting and
analysing convergence and divergence
across common law systems. Specific
topics include standing, proportionality,
human rights, remedies, use of foreign
precedents, legal transplants, and
disunity and unity among subnational
jurisdictions. The collection will be of
great interest to those working in public
law.
Forages through New England’s most
famous foods for the truth behind the
region’s culinary myths Meg
Muckenhoupt begins with a simple
question: When did Bostonians start
making Boston Baked Beans?
Storekeepers in Faneuil Hall and Duck
Tour guides may tell you that the
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Pilgrims learned a recipe for beans with
maple syrup and bear fat from Native
Americans, but in fact, the recipe for
Boston Baked Beans is the result of a
conscious effort in the late nineteenth
century to create New England foods.
New England foods were selected and
resourcefully reinvented from fanciful
stories about what English colonists
cooked prior to the American
revolution—while pointedly ignoring the
foods cooked by contemporary New
Englanders, especially the large
immigrant populations who were
powering industry and taking over
farms around the region. The Truth
about Baked Beans explores New
England’s culinary myths and reality
through some of the region’s most
famous foods: baked beans, brown
bread, clams, cod and lobster, maple
syrup, pies, and Yankee pot roast. From
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1870 to 1920, the idea of New England
food was carefully constructed in
magazines, newspapers, and cookbooks,
often through fictitious and sometimes
bizarre origin stories touted as timehonored American legends. This
toothsome volume reveals the effort that
went into the creation of these foods,
and lets us begin to reclaim the culinary
heritage of immigrant New England—the
French Canadians, Irish, Italians,
Portuguese, Polish, indigenous people,
African-Americans, and other New
Englanders whose culinary
contributions were erased from this
version of New England food. Complete
with historic and contemporary recipes,
The Truth about Baked Beans delves
into the surprising history of this
curious cuisine, explaining why and how
“New England food” actually came to
be.
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Introduction to Sociology
Beneath the Surface
Monthly Review of Canadian Fisheries
Statistics
Proceedings of the Technical Expertise
in Stock Assessment (TESA) National
Workshop on "Anadromous Fish
Assessment Methods", 20-24 November
2017, Moncton, New Brunswick
Fishery Bulletin of the Fish and Wildlife
Service
Assessing Intelligence in Children and
Adolescents
The Good Poem According to
Philodemus

This book is a practical
guide to the intellectual
assessment of children and
adolescents in the
schools. Although
primarily intended for
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graduate students in
school psychology training
programs and practicing
school psychologists, it
should also be useful for
those involved with making
decisions in schools that
are based, in part, on the
results of intelligence
tests, including
counselors, teachers,
administrators, and other
school personnel. In
writing it, we placed
particular emphasis on
evidence-based practices
pertaining to the use and
interpretation of
intelligence tests. The
assessment of intelligence
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has long been mandated by
law for eligibility
determination for special
education and related
services. At the current
time, however, there is
widespread disagreement
about the use and
interpretation of
intelligence tests.
Nevertheless, none of the
currently available books
on intellectual assessment
critically reviews the
scientific evidence
regarding the critical
role played by
intelligence tests in the
schools for the
determination of
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eligibility for special
education and related
services. One of the main
intentions of this book
was to fill that gap and
to recommend best
practices with scientific
support.
Fishing is many things to
many people. To some,
quietly dangling a worm
for a sunfish in a local
farm pond is not only
exciting, but relaxing and
reflective. To others,
it’s all about the
adventure of traveling to
exotic locales and fishing
for ten-pound rainbow
trout in Alaska or
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100-pound tarpon in
Central America. To
others, it’s an integral
part of life, not just a
pastime but something to
live for. Still others
feel compelled to write
about it, to try to
understand this sport that
grips so many. In this
collection, you’ll read
works from celebrated
writers that aim to
explore the mysterious
grip that fishing has held
on so many of us. Within
these pages, the reader
can: Join Rudyard Kipling
as he chases a cow that
has stolen his minnow
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Examine the philosophical
side of angling with
Thaddeus Norris Fish the
Ohio River with John James
Audubon Learn what it’s
like to fish for Great
Lakes steelhead with Jerry
Hamza Get used to fishing
alongside Alaskan brown
bears with Richard
Chiappone And many more
fishing escapades! With
more than three dozen
photographs and
illustrations that
masterfully bring these
stories to life,
Incredible Fishing Stories
is a must-have for every
angler looking to share in
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the joy of their chosen
sport.
The Truth about Baked
Beans
A Practical Guide for
Evidence-based Assessment
On the Cains
A Dictionary of Arts,
Sciences, and General
Literature, with New Maps
and Original American
Articles by Eminent
Writers
A Journey of Peace,
Justice, Culture, and
Environment
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